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About This Game

Mr. Maze is a budget price first-person adventure story by Mark J. 5d3b920ae0

Title: Mr. Maze
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
MJ Lovegrove
Publisher:
Screen 7
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2019

Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 (64-bit OS)
Processor: Intel or AMD CPU
Memory: 4 GB RAM
G
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The game consists mostly of escaping mazes created by the maze-meister in his strange maze universe and activating runes
which unlock the maze exit, also has some fetch quests. Pros: Fun Has a story-line that's reasonably well presented in game. Has
voice acting. Is humorous. Developer has clearly made a good effort. Lots of different and interesting locations. Lots of NPCs
with dialogues. Achievements Zero in-game purchases, Zero loot boxes, Zero DLCs, no season pass etc. Bargain price. Cons:
Poor frame rates in some places. Occasional crash. Not enough check points and it doesn't state when the level completion / new
level check point is passed. Final judgement: Buy it.. The game consists mostly of escaping mazes created by the maze-meister
in his strange maze universe and activating runes which unlock the maze exit, also has some fetch quests. Pros: Fun Has a storyline that's reasonably well presented in game. Has voice acting. Is humorous. Developer has clearly made a good effort. Lots of
different and interesting locations. Lots of NPCs with dialogues. Achievements Zero in-game purchases, Zero loot boxes, Zero
DLCs, no season pass etc. Bargain price. Cons: Poor frame rates in some places. Occasional crash. Not enough check points and
it doesn't state when the level completion / new level check point is passed. Final judgement: Buy it.

Mr. Maze video selection : Some entertaining videos of Mr. Maze since its release by YouTubers and Twitch streamers,
including a short review, playthroughs and a speed-run. Get the hot take on Mr. Maze in this funny video: Watch an enthusiastic
old man (his words) enjoy Mr. Maze's first level: Another first impressions video from way down under: Portugus players may
find what they're looking for here: Super-fan B.Hill has completed the game in just over 2 hours: And Peaches likes to explore
the lore on Twitch: Thank you for buying and playing Mr.. Mr. Maze video selection : Some entertaining videos of Mr. Maze
since its release by YouTubers and Twitch streamers, including a short review, playthroughs and a speed-run. Get the hot take
on Mr. Maze in this funny video: Watch an enthusiastic old man (his words) enjoy Mr. Maze's first level: Another first
impressions video from way down under: Portugus players may find what they're looking for here: Super-fan B.Hill has
completed the game in just over 2 hours: And Peaches likes to explore the lore on Twitch: Thank you for buying and playing
Mr.
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